Abstract -We proposed a new type Neural Network model by which we could detect a several kinds of important characteristic waves in sleep EEG that is used for the diagnosis of sleep stages. Experimental results indicated that the proposed Neural Network model had much more capacity than other conventional methods.
A. SR" Architecture
For detecting the charactedic waves in EEG, a ability to recognize which they are isolated or not is necessary for the Neural Network architecture since long-term power spectra are insufficient to discriminate short-term waves the power spectra of which resemble that of background waves. We The neural network also has the shift iavariant function for detecting the short-term EEG chraacteristic waves, To recognize the shifted pattem, the input layer is divided into several parts. SRNN has the timedelay structure from input layer to the second hidden layer. From the second hidden layer to output layer, all connection structure the weights of which have same value along with time axis is adopted. S R " has a similar st" to TDNN(Time-Delay NeUrat Network)(waibel' et af.[2]). In TDNN, however, one neuron important.
of output layer is connected with one horizontal row of the second hidden layer.
On the other hand, the edge part of the input layer is liable to be less sensitive shce the pattem is operated fewer times at the edge than the center of the input layer. To solve this problem, each layer &Dm the input to the second hidden layer is expanded along with the time axis. 
B. The Detection Method with Neural Network
The input data is fomied of two dimensional matrix, horizontal axis indicates the time and vertical axis the fi.equency. First, the characteristic waves is set to the input layer, and all the weights 8u-e adjusted so as to decrease the error with Backpropagation Learning Procedure [l] . This is repeated many times for all the training data until the network converges.
The k i n g data is d e as follows. ?he EEG data digitized at the rate of 2(NIIIz is picked out w i t h 0.64sec (128poirds) hamming window. And its spectnun is calculated with FFK Next, the window is shifted 0.32sec and data is operated m the same manner. One data matrix consists of the eleven spectrum data sets. Time duration of one matrix is 3 . 8 4~~ and the fkquency ranges from 0 to 17.1875Hz. We used t h m e types of characteristic waves. 
C. Compared Methods
We compared the results by SRNN with methods i.e. T I " , general architecture of new method for AR(Auto-Regressive) CO 
III. RESULTS
The testing patterns are constituted in
The results are shown in Figure  defined 
